

	
		
			

				
					

 





Francesca Mazzoni


Web & Graphic designer


+10 years of experience








Bring your business to another level!
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FRANCESCA MAZZONI


Web & Graphic Designer


+10 years of experience


Bring your business to another level!



Inizia da qui!
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Brand identity








A brand is emotion. Is a connection channel with your customers.






Logo design








Stand out from your competitors with a logo that reflects the soul of your business.






Siti internet








Take care of your company's digital image through a well-designed website.






A professional visual identity is a very powerful and distinctive element.








Richiedi un preventivo







The richness I achieve comes from Nature, the source of my inspiration.

Claude Monet
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Logos, graphics and websites


 





I am a Graphic Designer with more than 10 years of experience. 


The services dedicated to companies include: logo design, web design, study of the visual identity, catalogs layout, graphics for events and exibitions.


Let's do it!
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Work Steps





1
Briefing
Let's get to know each other. We'll begin with a call (30 minutes) and we will talk about your project and your goals. 
During the call, I will collect the information necessary to process and send you the quote (by email). Once the offer has been accepted and the deposit paid, we will move on to the next phase. 





2
Design
Here we go! The design phase has begun! 
In the case of a logo design or/and a brand identity, you will receive a PDF presentation by email. If it's your new site, you will receive the personalized (non-public) link where you can view it.





3
Changes
After sending the presentation, or the link, a comparison call will follow to evaluate any changes and variations in order to optimize the work.
Once the final version has been approved, all you have to do is pay the remaining amount and wait for the delivery of the final files or the publication of the site.





4
Ready to Go!
All done! You will receive by email the confirmation of the site's pubblication, with the relative access credentials, or your graphic materials (logo/brochure/etc. .) in all the formats you need to be able to start using your new visual identity .




Get your free call







_ CASE STUDIES

Look at my last projects



	
Ingenia Formazione e Informatica
Read more
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Ingenia Formazione e Informatica








	
Depliant Camping Via Claudia
Read more
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Depliant Camping Via Claudia








	
Ermatech
Read more
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Ermatech








	
Coletto e Monesi
Read more
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Coletto e Monesi
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